
 

List of Topics for Your Black Magic Essay 
 

 

1. What is black magic? - Describe the basic fundamentals that comprise the practice of black 

magic, historically and in modern times. 

2. What are the origins of black magic? - What are the roots of black magic, when was it first used? 

3. The differences between white and black magic - There are different types of magic, what 

differentiates between white and black magic? 

4. A history of the occult - What are the roots of occult behavior? 

5. Who uses black magic? - What cultures, religions or societies utilize black magic in their lives? 

6. Cultures or religious customs that utilize black magic - Description of peoples and areas where 

black magic has been used. 

7. Black magic in literature and film - Describe how black magic is portrayed in literature and on 

the big screen and how this reflects reality. 

8. Key themes in black magic - What are the main tenants of the practice of black magic? 

9. Different forms of black magic - What different types of black magic are performed? 

10. How is black magic used in modern society? - Are there those who use black magic in the 

modern day? What is it used for? 

11. Historical reports of black magic - Describe historical accounts of the use of black magic. 

12. Scientific proof of black magic - Is there any scientific backing to black magic? 

13. Scientific refutations of black magic - What type of scientific evidence is there that black magic 

doesn't work? 

14. The Church on black magic - Current and historical perspectives of different religions and their 

reaction to black magic. 

15. Influence of black magic on culture and customs - How has black magic shaped cultures or 

customs? 

16. How black magic is misrepresented - What are common misconceptions about black magic or 

those who perform it? 

17. Is black magic dangerous? - What are the potential negative effects of the use of black magic? 

18. When is black magic used? - What circumstances are deemed appropriate for the use of black 

magic? 

19. Differences between black magic and other "dark" rituals - How is black magic different from 

other so-called "dark" rituals or customs used by other cultures? 

20. Popularity of black magic around the world - How many people practice black magic around the 

world? 

 


